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MENTAL HEALTH COMMISSION — OPERATING MODEL REVIEW 

756. Hon PETER COLLIER to the parliamentary secretary representing the Minister for Health: 
I refer to the minister’s response to question without notice 736 asked on 11 August 2020 in relation to the restructure 
of the Mental Health Commission. 

(1) What is the annual salary of the new non-SES Chief Medical Officer? 

(2) What was the total wage of the senior executive leadership team prior to the restructure? 

(3) What is the total wage of the senior executive leadership team under the revised interim structure? 

(4) As requested on Tuesday, will the minister table the senior executive leadership structure with levels and 
salary for both before and after the restructure; and, if not, why not? 

Hon ALANNA CLOHESY replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. 

(1) Under the WA Health System—Medical Practitioners—AMA Industrial Agreement 2016, the Chief Medical 
Officer for mental health is paid the salary of an arrangement A senior practitioner, consultant year 9, 
which is currently $384 515, excluding allowances. 

(2) The total is $1 697 413. 

(3) The total is $2 100 501, based on the interim structure, which is subject to assessment by the Public Sector 
Commission when the final structure is provided to it for approval. Interim structure wages include the 
new Chief Medical Officer position and officer on secondment at a PSA class 2 salary in the head of system 
development position. 

(4) I table the attached document for the senior executive structure for June and August 2020. This outlines 
levels and salary before and after the restructure. The head of system development position is currently 
occupied by an officer on secondment at a PSA class 2 salary of $184 588 as indicated. 

[See paper 4095.] 
 

https://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/publications/tabledpapers.nsf/displaypaper/4014095ce6f6f5b58213c26c482585c4000c524b/$file/tp-4095.pdf
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